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Division 24: National Trust of Australia (WA), $3 647 000 — 
Ms S.E. Winton, Chair. 

Mr D.A. Templeman, Minister for Heritage. 

Mr J. Donaldson, Chief Executive Officer. 

Mr S. McLeod, Chief Financial Officer. 

Mr G. Hamley, Chief of Staff. 

[Witnesses introduced.] 

The CHAIR: I will give the call to the member for Moore. 

Mr R.S. LOVE: Minister, I refer to the asset investment plan on page 411 of budget paper No 2. I understand 
some new interpretation works were being carried out on the Golden Pipeline Heritage Trail sites last year. Have 
those works been completed; has the issue of the asbestos material found at some of the sites been resolved; and 
are the sites all open to the public; and, if not, what restrictions apply? 

Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN: For a concise answer I will ask Mr Donaldson to respond. 

Mr J. Donaldson: I thank the minister, and the member for the question. The interpretation has been placed in the 
sites where we are allowed to encourage visitation. Some sites have been closed for visitation as a result of asbestos 
remediation that Water Corp is undertaking. I do not have it with me, but I can certainly get the member, if the 
minister requires, a listing of the sites that are currently open to the public. In the main, the entire 25 sites that the 
National Trust controls along Great Eastern Highway are open for visitation; however, entry is not permitted within 
certain pump stations and the immediate surrounding area of pump stations where asbestos has been found. 

Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN: Is the member happy to receive supplementary information? 

Mr R.S. LOVE: Yes, I am. 

Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN: I am happy to prepare for the member supplementary information regarding public 
access to all National Trust sites along the Perth–Kalgoorlie pipeline, as requested. 

[Supplementary Information No B9.] 

Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: I have a new question. Page 409 of budget paper No 2 has the heading “Outcomes and 
Key Effectiveness Indicators”. I note the discrepancy between the budgeted 1.8 per cent and the estimated actual 
1.1 per cent of planned conservation performed to enable the community to access trust places. Note 1 explains 
that this is due to less conservation work taking place based on the funding the trust can source. What are the 
reasons for this? What are the trust’s sources of funding? Is the funding less than in previous years? What actions 
are being taken on ensure more funding can be secured to ensure conservation works take place? 

Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN: I am happy to ask Mr Donaldson to respond. 

Mr J. Donaldson: I thank the minister, and the member for the question. The amount of budget the trust has on 
a year-by-year basis varies depending on the projects undertaken. In the year prior, works were undertaken on 
Old Perth Boys School, and also at 57 Murray Street which was the home of the old state Department of Health. 
Both of those were quite exceptionally large projects. The latter received a special appropriation from the state 
government to undertake conservation works, and the Old Perth Boys School, for instance, received additional 
funding as a result of the sale of airspace. The trust needs to be quite nimble in the way it receives funding. 
Generally speaking, it is either with a partner for adaptive re-use, or it is through a grant for conservation works, 
and that varies depending on the project, its scale and the partners we can achieve. 

Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: I am happy to send it through. 

The CHAIR: Lovely. Send it through. 

The appropriation was recommended. 
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